
Instructions:



Read the prompts and the questions, and answer them truthfully. Remember to be honest with yourself and provide as much information 
as possible.


 SITUATIONS OR TRIGGERS: What situations or interactions make you feel anxious?
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Name: Date:

(List down the social situations or interactions that make you feel anxious and uncomfortable.)


2. THOUGHTS: What negative or anxious thoughts do you have when you encounter these situations?


(List down the negative thought/s that come to mind when you experience these uncomfortable situations.)


3. PHYSICAL SENSATIONS: What physical symptoms do you experience when you're feeling anxious?


(List down the social situations or interactions that make you feel anxious and uncomfortable.)


(List down the physical symptoms you feel when you’re in these uncomfortable situations.)
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4. COPING STRATEGIES: What strategies can you use to manage your social anxiety?
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5. POSITIVE SELF-TALK: What positive statements can you say to yourself to counteract your negative thoughts?

(Come up with positive statements you can say to yourself to counteract your negative thoughts.)


6. Imagine waking up tomorrow with no social anxiety. How would your life be different? 


ADDITIONAL NOTES:


(List down the things you do to cope with your anxiety during these uncomfortable situations.)



(List three specific examples)
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	Social Anxiety Worksheet1
	Social Anxiety Worksheet2

	Text1: Penelope Cobb
	Text2: March 10, 2023
	Text3: A messy home 
	4: Not enough sleep
	5: Social gatherings
	6: Argument with other people
	7: Financial problem
	8: I can't keep a nice home, my husband will leave me.
	9: I won't be able to function properly as I don't have enough sleep. 
	10: People will judge me if they see me or if they hear my stories.
	11: I am to be blamed for everything that's going on.
	12: My future is ruined. 
	13: Sweating, having an increased heart rate
	14: Feeling weak and tired
	15: Feeling nervouse and tense
	16: Experiencing gastrointestinal problems
	17: Breathing rapidly
	18: Proper time management. If I plan my "what to do" ahead, I'll be able to accomplish what needs to be done in a timely manner. 
	19:  Practicing good sleep hygiene or creating a more realistic sleep schedule. 
	20: Work with a trained mental health professional who can work with me and help me find a solution that will work best for my situation. 
	21: Learn better conflict resolution and stop blaming myself for things or situations I can't control. 
	22: Sit down, make a plan, and write my financial goals. 
	23: "I may feel overwhelmed right now, but I have the ability to create a tidy and organized living space. I will take it one step at a time and start with one area."
	24: "Although I didn't get enough sleep last night, I can still have a productive day. I will take care of myself by staying hydrated, eating nutritious foods, and taking breaks when I need them."
	25: "I may feel anxious about attending social gatherings, but I have the power to control my thoughts and emotions. I will focus on having fun and connecting with others, and I will not worry about what other people think of me."
	26: "Although I may feel upset and hurt after an argument, I have the ability to move on and forgive. I will communicate my feelings in a calm and respectful manner, and I will listen to the other person's perspective."
	27: "I may be facing financial challenges, but I have the ability to find solutions and improve my situation. I will create a budget and prioritize my spending. I will also seek advice and support from trusted sources, and I will not be afraid to ask for help when I need it."
	28: More social opportunities: I would feel more confident and comfortable in social situations, which would allow me to participate in more activities and events, and connect more with people. 
	29: Improved self-esteem: I would be able to express myself more freely, share my ideas and opinions without fear of judgment, and enjoy a greater sense of self-worth.
	30: Greater sense of freedom: I would feel liberated and empowered to pursue the things that truly matter to me. I would be more likely to take risks, try new things, and push myself out of my comfort zone. This newfound sense of freedom would allow me to live a more fulfilling and satisfying life.
	31: 


